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1. Punjab: Overview
1.1.

Location:
i) Punjab extends from the
latitudes 29.30° North to
32.32° North and longitudes
73.55° East to 76.50° East.
ii) It is bounded on the west by
Pakistan, on the north by
Jammu and Kashmir, on the
northeast by Himachal
Pradesh and on the south by
Haryana and Rajasthan.
iii) Due to the presence of a
large number of rivers,
most of the Punjab is a
fertile plain. The southeast
Figure 1 Map: Punjab
region of the state is semiarid and gradually presents a desert landscape. A belt of undulating hills extends
along the northeastern part of the state at the foot of the Himalayas.

1.2.

Geographical area:
i) The geographical area of Punjab is 50,362 sq. km (1.5% of the geographical area of
the country). Its average elevation is 300 m from the sea level.

1.3.

Regions:
The area of Punjab can be divided into three regions:
i) Malwa is a region of Punjab and parts of Haryana between the Sutlej and Yamuna
rivers. People of Malwa are known for being great fighters and warriors. The Malwa
area makes up majority of the Punjab region consisting 11 districts. Cities such as
Ludhiana, Patiala, Bhatinda and Mohali located in the Malwa region.
ii) Majha is a historical region of the Indian Punjab comprising the modern districts of
Amritsar, Gurdaspur and Tarn Taran. It lies between two of the five great rivers of
the Punjab: the Ravi and the Sutlej.
iii) Doaba is the region of Indian Punjab surrounded by the rivers Beas and Sutlej. The
name "Doaba" literally translates to "land of two rivers" ("Do" two, "Ab" river;
Punjabi). It is one of the most fertile regions of the world, and was the centre of the
Green Revolution in India. To this day, it remains one of the largest per capita
producers of wheat in the world. The biggest cities in Doaba are Jalandhar,
Hoshiarpur, Adampur, Nawansher and Phagwara.
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S.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Parameters
Capital

Chandigarh

Geographical area (sq. km)

50, 362

Administrative
districts 22
(No)
Population density (person 550
per square km)*
Total Population (million)*

27.7

Male Population (million)*
Female
Population
(million)*
Sex ratio (females per 1,000
males)*
Literacy rate (%)*

14.6
13.1
893
76.7

Table 1 Punjab: Parameters
1.4.

Religion and Language:
i) The Punjabi language, written in the Gurmukhi script is the official and most
commonly used language in the state. Other languages that are spoken in Punjab are
Hindi, and English.

1.5.

Economy:
i) Punjab’s economy is mainly agro based. Around two-third of the food grains
procured annually in the country come from the state
ii) Punjab – “The Food basket and Granary of India", has been awarded National
Productivity Award for agriculture extension services for consecutively ten years
from 1991-92 to 1998-99 and 2001 to 2003-04.
iii) Punjab is now well on its way to rapid industrialization through coordinated
development of Small, Medium and Large scale industries.
iv) Punjab is already home to many large Indian Companies & MNCs like Ranbaxy, Hero
Group, Avon Cycles, Gujarat Ambuja, Trident Group, Rail Coach Factory
(Kapurthala), Sonalika, M & M, Godrej, Phillips, Oswal Woolen Mills, HCL, Nestle,
Smithkline Beecham, ICI, Quark, Dell, etc. to name a few.

1.6.

Infrastructure
i) Punjab has been declared one of the best States in India in terms of rail, road and
transport network as per National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER),
2007.
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ii) With the up-gradation of Amritsar International Airport & another International
Airport coming up in Mohali, Punjab is geared to be one of the finest and easily
accessible tourist as well as business destinations in South Asia.
1.7.

Trends in Tourist Arrivals and Growth
i) The flow of both domestic and foreign tourists to Punjab is given in below
mentioned Table.
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

District
Bathinda
Jalandhar
Hoshiarpur
Patiala
Roop Nagar
S.A.S. Nagar
Ludhiana
Muktsar
Amritsar
Nawanshahr
Kapurthala
Faridkot
Fatehgarh Sahib
Gurdaspur
Sangrur
Ferozepur
Tarn-Taran
Moga
Barnala
Mansa
Total

Total (DTV)
1,047,994
610,071
352,437
980,278
537,986
1,185,394
3,158,530
154,489
9,970,810
43,664
49,511
18,955
122,764
41,724
133,138
211,240
241,127
108,380
34,243
53,400
19,056,143

Table 2 Domestic Tourist Visit (DTV)-2012

Source:
PHTPB

S.No.
1.

District
Foreign Tourist Visit (Amritsar)

Total
143805

Table 3 Foreign Tourist Visit -2012

Source: PHTPB
1.8.

Tourist destinations: Punjab
Punjab offers a large variety of tourist attractions to meet different category of tourists.
The different types of tourist attractions spread all over the State can be grouped as
under:
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1.8.1. Religious
Punjab is a paradise for religious tourists as it has innumerable important places of
religions interest for tourists of all important religions in the country. These can be
grouped as under:
i) Gurudwaras: The state has a number of Gurudwaras, the more important ones and
their locations are given below
Location

Name of Gurudwara

Amritsar

Golden Temple, Akal Takht.

Gurdaspur

Gurudwara Derababa Nanak.

Taran Taran

Town and Gurudwara Founded by Guru Arjun Dev in 1590.

Bathinda

Talwandi Sabo – Linked to Guru Gobind Singh Ji

Ludhiana

Charan Kanwal – Linked to Guru Gobind Singh Ji.
Manji Sahib

Jagraon

Nanaksar Sahib

Rupnagar – Anandpur Anandpur Sahib (Founded by 9th Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji. First five Sikhs
Sahib

baptised here by Guru Gobind Singh Ji at Takht Keshgarh Sahib).

Kiratpur Sahib

Keshgarh Sahib, Dam Dama Sahib

Fatehgarh Sahib

Gurudwara Fatehgarh Sahib and Gurudwara Jyoti Swarup

Patiala

Gurudwara Dukhniwaran Sahib
Table 4 Prominent Gurudwaras: Punjab1

1

Source:
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ii) Temples:
Location
Amritsar

Name of Temple
Durgiana Mandir
RamTirth

Ferozpur

Jain Temple

Bathinda

Bhagwati

Patiala

Kali Devi Temple

Kapurthala

Panch Mandir

Jalandhar

Shiv Mandir and Sodal Mandir

Table 5 Prominent Temples: Punjab2

1.8.2. Historical & Heritage Attractions
The chequered history of Punjab has left behind a large number of historical
buildings, heritage and archaeological sites which can be grouped as under:

i.

Palaces

Patiala,

Nabha,

Sangrur,

Amritsar,

Kapurthala

ii.

Museums

Maharaja Ranjit Singh Museum, Amritsar;

Sanghol Museum, Sanghol, Ludhiana;

Anglo Sikh War Memorial, Ferozeshah;

Govt. Museum, Hoshiarpur;

Rural Museum, Punjab Agricultural University;

Museum of Armoury and Chandliers, Qila Mubarak Patiala;

Art Gallery at Sheesh Mahal, Patiala;

Sports Museum, National Institute of Sports, Patiala;

Guru Teg Bahadur Museum, Ropar;

Central Sikh Museum, Amritsar
Archaeological Sites

Ghuram, Patiala District,

iii.

2

Source:
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iv.


Sanghol, District Fatehgarh Sahib
Freedom fight related destinations

Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar

Martyr’s Memorial Hussainwala, Jallandhar.

1.8.3. Wetlands and Leisure site for Eco tourism
Wetlands are landmasses where water and soil coexist and create specific
conditions suitable for growth and establishment of hydrophytic vegetation.
Punjab is endowed with many wetlands, including one of international importance.
These are:
i.

Hari-ke-pattan
Hari-ke-Pattan, located mid way between Ferozpur and Amritsar at the confluence
of river Sutlej and Beas, is a wild life sanctuary of international fame and
recognized as one of the six wetlands in India of international importance under
Ramsar Convention. A 41 Sq. kms wetland area is being developed under a Project
Report prepared by Wetlands International New Delhi.

ii.

Kanjli Wetland, Kapurtala
Located 8 kms from Kapurthala, Kanjli is a wetland of national importance spread
over 100 hectares. It has immense ecological significance and supports a large
variety of aquatic flora and fauna.

iii.

Ropar Wetland
Located in Rupnagar District, it has also been declared as wetland project of
National importance in 1991. Spread over an area of 1365 hectares, it is
considered an important ecological source.

1.8.4. Greenlands and Garden

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Punjab is also endowed with several beautiful gardens of historical importance
which can attract tourists who are lovers of nature. The more important gardens
are located as under:
Bansar garden – Sangrur
Aam Khas Bagh, Sirhind
Rambagh Gardens, Amritsar
Shalimar Garden, Kapurthala
Bara Dari Garden, Patiala
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1.9.

Key Analysis of the state- Punjab

1.9.1. Strengths
(1) Number of important pilgrimage centres
(2) Good core infrastructure
(3) Number of historic heritage sites
(4) Large number of NRIs visits every year.
(5) Rich in art and culture and unique handicrafts
(6) High standard of living
(7) High spending tendency.
(8) Typical dance / music form of the state
(9) International icons like Gurdas Maan and Daler Mehandi have made significant
impact of them in India and abroad
(10) Entrepreneurial / hardworking nature of the locals

1.9.2. Opportunities
(1) Rich in Culture & Heritage
(2) Excellent general infrastructure.
(3) Tremendous scope for tourism development
(4) Proximity to national capital
(5) Strategic geographical location
(6) Potential for development of niche Products
(7) Potential for attracting large number of outbound tourists and Non Resident
Indians (NRIs)
(8) Possibilities of joint efforts with neighbouring States
(9) Border tourism – USP
(10) Private entrepreneurs interested in the tourism sector
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2. Amritsar: Overview
2.1.

Location
i) Amritsar city is a border city located in the north western part of the state. It is 228
km west of state capital of Chandigarh and 82 km from Jalandhar.
ii) The location coordinates of Amritsar district lie between 31° 29' and 32° 03' North
latitudes and between 74° 29' and 75° 23' East longitudes. It is the third largest
border district of the state after Ferozepur and Gurdaspur.
iii) The city of Amritsar has developed around the most sacred religious place for the
Sikhs, namely the Golden Temple. It is the second largest city of Punjab.

2.2.

2.3.

Geographical area:
i) The
Amritsar
Local
Planning Area covers an
area
of
1,39,419
hectares. It consists of
Municipal CorporationAmritsar with an area
142.37 sq.kms (including
Amritsar Cantonment),
four urban settlements
namely Jandiala (M.Cl),
Majitha (M.Cl), Rayya
(Nagar Panchayat) and
Rajasansi
(Nagar
Panchayat) and 310 rural
settlements

Figure 2 Amritsar Map

Connectivity:
i) The city is very well connected with other parts of the country by air, road and
railway.

2.3.1.

Air connectivity:
Amritsar has an International Airport located in Rajasansi, which is about 11
kilometers from the main city.

2.3.2.

Rail connectivity:
The city of Amritsar is well connected by broad gauge rail network with other
parts of country. It is also connected to the Wagah border and Pakistan. There
are total three stations located within the municipal limits of Amritsar.
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2.3.3.

Road Connectivity:
The road network of the Amritsar City is radial-cum-circumferential covering an
area of 139 sq. km. The total road length is about 525 km. The G.T. Road passes
through the centre of the city connecting both ends of the National Highways
bypass.

2.4. Economy
i) Amritsar is mainly a trade and religious tourism centre. It is also among the 20 focal
point industrial estates as identified by State Government of Punjab.
ii) It has emerged as a magnificent centre of trade and industry. There are
approximately 25,000 industrial units in the district Amritsar with major
commodities of production and export being woolen blankets, shawls, carpets, food
items, such as papad, pickles, etc.
iii) At regional level, it has also emerged has a great centre of heritage and historical
significance. The history of Amritsar is more than 400 years old and is intricately
intertwined with the birth of Sikh religion
iv) Trading sector absorbs 59% of the workforce.
v) Amritsar is also one of the biggest grain markets in Punjab.
vi) The city has one major university (Guru Nanak Dev University), one medical college,
two dental colleges, 10 higher educational establishments and around 200 schools.
The city also boasts 15 hospitals, 26 clinics, 9 public libraries and 2 stadiums.
2.5. Demand Assessment (Tourism)
Amritsar with its rich history of cultural heritage has immense potential to grow as a
major tourist destination of the region. Amritsar city is famous as a religious centre due
to the presence of Golden temple, Durgiana temple and many other
gurudwaras/temples/mosques, which makes it a centre for religious tourism. Other
than this, city has a vast treasure of historical buildings, heritage structures/areas.
Walled city itself is rich in heritage. All these can generate lot of tourism potential, which
has not been explored.
Sri Harimandir Sahib, attracts more visitors than the Taj Mahal in Agra and is the
number one destination for non-resident-Indians (NRI) in the whole of India. It is
estimated that an average of 20,000 people partake of the langar, or communal kitchens,
at the Golden
Temple everyday and the actual number of visitors is much higher, perhaps as high as
40,000 visitors per day. On weekends and religious occasions this number is
significantly higher. Atari -Wagah border, located 28 kms away is estimated to receive
about 10,000 daily visitors.
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In addition the Jallianwala Bagh also is estimated to receive a few thousand visitors
every day. In addition Amritsar has a number of other tourist destinations such as the
Durgiana Temple, Ram Bagh, Khalsa College amongst others.
The heritage and tourism aspects of Amritsar are very wide spread and are not limited
to the city only. Accordingly, their potential has been considered in three layers: (i)
Walled City, (ii) Municipal Corporation, Amritsar (MCA), area outside the walled city (iii)
regional context (within LPA and its surroundings), which are discussed as below.

2.5.1. WALLED CITY: AMRITSAR
The walled city is the most important place in the history of Amritsar where the fourth
Guru Ram Das Ji constructed the sacred Golden Temple. Though it constitutes only
2.44% of the total MC area, yet it houses 1/6th of the total MC population. The walled
city Amritsar has a history spanning 433 years and is marked by the presence of
historical buildings with heritage elements such as Town Hall building, old hospital, etc.
As per Municipal Corporation Amritsar, there are approximately 52 buildings within
walled city (out of which 23 buildings are in Galiara) have been considered of heritage
value. Since rest of these buildings is privately owned and are in bad shape, hence their
conservation needs to be taken up on priority.
i.

Heritage Structures in the Walled City
Golden Temple
The highest seat of the Sikh religion,
the holy Golden Temple is the nucleus
of the walled City. It was the place from
where the settlement originated. The
living monument of spiritual and
historical traditions of the Sikhs, the
Hari Mandir, popularly called the
Golden temple has been a source of
inspiration for Sikh community ever
since it was founded. At present various issues like parking, congestion on
approach roads have arisen. There is an immediate need of proposing
pedestrianization, landuse freezing, demolition of shops, etc., which in future
may disturb the view/ aesthetics of Golden Temple. The famous Galiara Project
meant for the beautification of the surroundings of the temple has proved highly
beneficial in this regard.
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Mosque of Khair-ud-Din
It was built in 1877 and is located in
Hall bazaar. It is one of the beautiful
pieces of Islamic architecture. It has
served as Jama Masjid and it reminds
the socio-cultural aspect of the city.
Mosque is well maintained, but it has
been overshadowed by the high rise
structures.

Mosque of Mohammed Jan
Built in 1872, the mosque is now in a
state of complete neglect. This is also a
good piece of Islamic architecture. If
these mosques would not be declared
as the protected monument, they will
have the same fate like others, which
have been converted into shops and
residences. This will mark the end of
relics of Muslim architecture in the
walled city.
Gates and Walls
Massive wall (25 yards broad and 7
yards high) was constructed in 1825
by Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Around
these
walls,
moat
had
been
constructed to protect from enemies
which at present is encroached upon
by different activities. In today’s
context, historic character of wall has vanished largely due to encroachments.
Town Hall
This was built as an administrative
nucleus in 1863 by the Britishers.It is
located on the southern end of Hall
Bazaar. It is constructed in red bricks
with lime and surkhi as the binding
material. It has semi-circular arcades
and a beautiful chhatri at the front
entrance.
It has a flat roof made of timber planks and brick tiles. The MC office located in
this complex which is going to be shifted in a short period and this building shall
be used as a city Museum.
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ii.

HERITAGE STRUCTURES IN MUNICIPAL CORPORATION AREA, AMRITSAR
Saint Paul’s Church
This church is located on Court Road adjacent
to Head Post Office and opposite New Rialto
Cinema. It has a seating capacity of 200
persons. The church is in a comparatively
good condition but its surroundings are
neglected.
Bait-Al-Massih Church
The church was built in 1852 and is located outside Rambagh Gate. It is a fine
piece of Victorian architecture. It is situated outside the Rambagh Gate.
Durgiana Mandir
Built in 1924, Durgiana temple is an
important religious center in Amritsar.
It is in close vicinity of Amritsar
Railway Station & about 1.5 Km from
the Bus Stand. There is not enough
parking spaces for the visitors. The
encroachment on the katcha road
constructed over the Nallah passing
adjacent to the temple is restricting
from having another access to the
temple. The area around the temple, especially along Shivpuri, is encroached
upon by the jhuggi-jhoparis, which is also affecting the aesthetics of the temple. A
proper access and parking area is required for the temple having great religious
significance. Under the Durgiana Temple beautification scheme, Improvement
Trust is finding it difficult to locate the owners of 3.03 acres of the land, which is
needed for the beautification of the area.
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Khalsa College
Khalsa College is a unique master piece of
Sikh architecture. It was planned in 1892
by Sardar Ram Singh of Maya School of
Art. Its foundation stone was laid in 1904.
The basis of planning of this college has
been taken from Harvard University of
USA (H – shaped plan of main building).
The architectural style is a hybrid of
Mughal and Rajputana architecture.
There are Mughal style Jharokhas, Jali work, Chattris and Rajputana stylearches
and huge pillars. The campus has got well distributed and spacious open spaces.
Gobindgarh Fort
It was built in 1809 by Maharaja Ranjit Singh and is located on the western side
of the Lohgarh Gate. The wall of the fort had numerous bastions with guns fixed.
It was used as a treasury of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. It is constructed of red bricks
mixed with lime and surkhi. Earlier it was under the Indian army but now has
been handed over to State Tourism Department for converting into a cultural
heritage destination with provision of museums and galleries.
2.6. Visitors by Place of Stay: Punjab
About 46.9 percent of domestic overnight visitors stayed with their friends and
relatives, followed by about 27 percent stayed in Gurudwaras / Temples / Monasteries
and other temporary free stay facilities. Further, about 13.6 percent of domestic
overnight visitors lived in private guest houses / Inns / Rest houses etc. Furthermore,
four percent lived in star hotels and six percent in non-star hotels and motels. The
foreign visitors stayed in star and non-star hotels. The table below provides the detail
information on visitors by place of stay

Place of Stay

Domestic
Visitor (%)

Star Hotels
Non Star Hotels
Motels
Private Guest House / Rest House

4.17
6.31
1.41
13.60

Overnight Foreign
Overnight
Visitor (%)
79.34
20.66
0.00
0.00

Dharamshala
11.56
0.00
Gurudwara / Temple
15.62
0.00
Friends & Relative
46.94
0.00
Table 6 Distribution of overnight visitors by place of stay3
3

Source: Final Report of Tourism Survey for the State of Punjab for the period of July2009 – June2010
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Figure 3 Distribution of Overnight Stay

As can be seen from the Figure 4 above maximum number of Foreign tourist stays in the
Star Category Hotels which counts as 74% of total foreign tourist. In addition to this it is also
advantages to the project that Amritsar counts for maximum number of foreign tourist
coming to the state.
2.7. Hotel Scenario, Demand & Occupancy Trends across India -2011
As the proposed project is based on the hotel it is important to understand the hotel
scenario, its demand and occupancy trends across the major cities in order to bench
mark and frame out the assumptions for the proposed project
The year 2010/11 proved to be a comeback year for the Indian hospitality industry after
two difficult years that saw nationwide RevPAR drop by 14% and 11.6% in 2008/09 and
2009/10 respectively. Nationwide RevPAR is estimated to have increased by 10.7% in
2010/11 through increases in both occupancy and average rate, as hotels across the
country saw strong increases in demand and were optimistic about the future outlook to
increase rates despite new supply entering their markets and is quite an
achievement when one considers the number of new hotels that have opened in India
since then. The estimated year-end occupancy of 68% in 2010/11 is close to the
68.8% nationwide occupancy attained in 2007/08.
Although it is believed that the lack of a sufficient number of quality hotels within the
country has resulted in a significant amount of un accommodated demand. This demand
is now being absorbed by hotels that have opened recently and is a trend that we believe
will exist over the next few years.

Nationwide Occupancy and Average Rate Performance
Year Ending March 31st Occupancy (%)
Average Rate (INR)
1995
67.00
3025

RevPAR(INR)
2021
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1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

62.90
57.10
55.40
53.90
57.20
51.60
57.20
64.80
69.00
71.50
71.40
68.80
60.30
65.00
68.00

3688
3986
3903
3505
3731
3467
3269
3569
4299
5444
7071
7989
7837
6426
6800

2320
2276
2162
1889
2134
1789
1870
2313
2966
3892
5049
5496
4726
4177
4624

Table 7 Nationwide Occupancy and Average Rate Performance4
Figure 4 Nationwide Hotel Occupancy
Average Occupancy
62.57 %

4

Source: HVS report
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Figure 5 Nationwide Avg Room rates
Proposed Supply and segmentation across major cities across India
Name of Existing
Cities
Supply

Proposed
Supply

Increase over Lux
Five Years
ury

First
Class

Agra

1439

510

35.0%

22.0%

MidMarke
t
52.5%

Chandig
arh
Delhi

653

1482

227.0%

22.1%

54.7%

11018

20021

182.0%

31.4%

25.4%

Goa

3288

1736

53.0%

49.1%

24.8%

Jaipur

2472

2664

108.0%

61.3%

22.5%

Mumbai

9877

7477

76.0%

22.5%

20.6%

Pune

2672

5196

194.0%

31.7%

34.7%

Other
Cities

14759

23427

159.0%

28.7%

47.5%

11.8
%
11.1
%
26.7
%
18.2
%
8.2
%
42.5
%
14.5
%
2.3
%

Bud
get

Extende
d Stay

13.7
%
12.1
%
13.9
%
7.9
%
8.0
%
14.4
%
19.1
%
20.5
%

0.0%
0.0%
2.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.0%

Table 8 Proposed New Supply 2010/11 to 2014/155

5

Source: HVS Trends & Opportunities Report, 2010 Edition
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Figure 6 Future Supply Major City

India currently also lacks hotels with large inventories and extensive meeting facilities that can
be compared to international offerings. The ten largest hotels in the world have an average
room count of 5,000, while that number is just 500 for India
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Figure 7 Projected Demand Distribution

2.8. HOTELS IN AMRITSAR
There are more than 150 hotels in the city. Some of the prominent hotels of the
city are Hyatt (earlier known as “Itsa”), Ritz Plaza, MK International, Mohan
International, Grand Legacy, etc. The city was lacking a five star hotel within its
area, which got fulfilled with the recent inauguration of Hotel Ista. Lately, Hotel
Best Western Marion too has come up in District Shopping Complex in Ranjit
Avenue. Some more hotels are proposed in the city, around Airport area and
along Airport Road such as Radisson and Taj group along circular road at old
mental hospital site. Major hotels along with the number of rooms available are
detailed below
Nam Categor
e of y
Hotel
ISTA 5 Star
Deluxe

Room
Category
Superior
Premium
Premium
Pool
View
Executiv
e Suite
Deluxe
Suite
Luxury
Suite

Tariff in INR
Weekda Weeken
y
d
8000
8500
8300
8800
8800
9300

15,500

Occupancy %
Weekda Weeken
y
d
60%
80%

Holida
y
95%

No of
Roo
m
248

15,500

17,500
20,500
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Ritz
Plaza

4 Star

M.K.
4 Star
Hotel
Country 3 Star
Inn &
Suites
By
Carlson
Golden 3 Star
Tulip
(Grand
Legacy)

Single
Double
Suite
Single
Suite
Double
Deluxe
Suite
Single
Deluxe

3500
4700
4900

-

70%

90%

100%

41

5700

-

5000
8000
3500
4500

-

60%

70%

100%

75

55%

75%

90%

48

Single
Double
Executive
Room
Suite
Double
Deluxe
Suite
Deluxe
Double
Deluxe
Single
Luxury
Double
Luxury
Suite

4000
5000
6000

-

75%

90%

100%

28

7500
2500

3000

3200

3500

2400

-

2000

-

2800

-

4000

Source: Primary Survey

The number of rooms available in the city is inadequate considering the large number of
tourists. In addition to hotels, religious institutions such as Golden Temple, Durgiana
Mandir, etc. provide affordable accommodation. There are five sarais (dharmshalas)
providing lodging facilities near Golden Temple by the Shiromani Gurudwara
Prabandhak Committee (the management authority of the Golden Temple). They are:
i) Sarai Shri Guru Ramdas
ii) Shri Guru Har Gobind Niwas
iii) Shri Guru Arjun Niwas
iv) Akal Rest House
v) Shri Guru Nanak Niwas
Despite the fact, there are 150 hotels, clubs and large number of Dharamshalas in the
city, the available accommodation is inadequate to meet the needs of the tourists.
Accordingly, large number of residential houses within the walled city in general and
around Golden Temple in particular, have been converted into make shift hotels
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providing accommodation at a high cost. Further, most of the tourists halt at Amritsar as
a transit destination before proceeding to other areas like Vaishno Devi Temple. This
makes their visit to the city of a very short duration. However, considering the potential
of Amritsar in terms of its connectivity and location of large number of places of
historical and tourist interest in the close vicinity, the stay of the tourist could be
increased from a single day to minimum 2-3 days. This would facilitate the city’s trade
and commerce and boost its economy.
2.9. MAJOR COMMERCIAL AREAS/MARKETS IN AMRITSAR
Commercial area in Amritsar constitutes 3% of the total city area. Apart from the
conventional specialized bazaar system existing in the walled city and civil lines area of
the city such as that on Queens Road, Court Road, M.M Malviya Road and Lawrence
Road, the establishment of District Shopping Complex at B Block, Ranjit Avenue (area 61
acre) and shopping complexes along Lawrence Road, Mall Road and Ranjit Avenue
provides residents with a whole new experience of shopping in the city. This new
concept of shopping malls/complexes and multiplexes are fast catching up the city. In
addition, large shopping areas have been developed in the residential plots under the
govt. policy of permitting change of land use from residential to commercial. Major
residential areas impacted under this policy include Mall Road, Lawrence Road, M.M.
Malviya Road and residential areas located along major road networks of the city.
However, change of land use from residential to commercial without providing adequate
parking has adversely impacted the quality of life in these areas. The walled city,
Amritsar is the major commercial area or “C.B.D” of the city having many commercial,
hence, pressurizing the infrastructure beyond its limits. Frequent traffic jams and on
street parking is a common character.
Specialized bazaars. The total character of the walled city is marked by mixed land use
with commercial use on the ground floor while with residential on the upper floors.
However, with the passage of time and commercial activities getting concentrated in the
walled city, there is large-scale conversion of residential areas into commercial use even
on upper floors. This pattern is more pronounced in the areas defined by Katra
Ahluwalia, Karmon Deori, Shastri Market, Hall Bazaar etc wherein the availability of
space is a constraint and land prices are very high. Some of the important specialized
bazaars existing in the walled city, Amritsar are listed in the table. Outside Hall Gate &
behind Municipal parking on Bhandari Bridge exists the whole sale market of tyres,
batteries, private transport offices and eating joints also prevail in this market.
These specialized bazaars on one hand impact economy of the city whereas on the other
hand represents its specific medieval character.
New commercial areas have or are coming up in Amritsar city in the form of malls and
multiplexes primarily on Mall Road, Batala Road (Celebration Mall), G. T. Road (Alpha
One) and Circular Road (Trilium at Mental Hospital site with around 5.5 acres area by
Tata Realty and Infrastructure Limited) where land use conversion has taken place from
residential to commercial, hence, pressurizing the infrastructure beyond its limits.
Frequent traffic jams and on street parking is a common character.
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Commercial Rates Across major Markets in Amritsar
Source: Primary Survey

Location of Major Commercial Areas in Amritsar

Project Rationale for Hotel
Demand for Hotel will come basically from the locals, domestic tourists and visitor flow visiting;
however, it is evident from the above presented data that there is definate need for Luxury/Upscale hotle in Amritsar. The proposed hotel can also be justified from the below mentioned
infrences
i) Amritsar receives larges number of Tourist in the state it accounts for 50 %
percentage of total tourist visisting the state
ii) Amritsar shares the largest number of tourism footfall in releation to enitre state
iii) As per the distribution of overnight visitors by place of stay 74% of the foreign
tourist stays in Luxury / 5 Star hotels and Amritsar shares largest number of foreign
Tourist coming to the state.
iv) The demand is generally found to be high during weekends, wedding, festivals and
holidays as per the primary data collections and interactions with the Hotel Players
v) Presence of only one established Five Star Hotel in Amritsar
vi) Average Occupancy in the major hotels in the city is above 65%.
vii) Presence of International Amritsar Airport which has become most preferred
Airport for the Westbound Routes shall boost the International traffic in the city.
viii) With the opening of Wagha Border for trade with neighboring countries it is
expected that trade shall boost more than 200 times. This shall intern boost the
demand for quality hotels in Amritsar.
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3. Site Analysis

I.

About Gobindgarh Fort
The historic Gobindgarh Fort is one of the most
striking edifices in Amritsar. It is located outside
the walled city, in the north western side,
adjacent to the military station. The Grand
Trunk Road lies on the northern side of the fort.
The fort covers a total area of 1,71,000 square
metres (42.26 acres). The ramparts of the fort
are 8 metres high while a moat about 5.5 metres
deep surrounds it on all sites. The imposing
height of the inner walls of the fort laid in
concentric pattern, and the four grand bastions that surmount the four corners of the
fort give it a dramatic form.
The present day Gobindgarh fort was originally the fort of Gujjar Singh Bhangi , a local
chieftain. It was consolidated and enhanced in the early 19th century, during the reign of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh who renamed it Gobindgarh. One of the main reasons for the
earlier siting and the subsequent consolidation and expansion of the fort most likely was
to protect Sri Harimandir Sahib and the city of Amritsar from invaders who through the
18th century had launched series of attacks on the sacred shrine. The fort is known to
have housed the Maharaja’s toshakhana, the royal treasury. Only a privileged few were
allowed access to the
fort; among those known to have visited the fort during the Maharaja’s reign were
Jaswant Rao Holkar, David Ochterlony, Charles Metcalfe, and Lord Auckland and his
sister Emily Eden.
Gobindgarh, in its material, construction, layout and the philosophy underlying its
structures, symbolizes the martial spirit and military ideals of Punjab. The origin of the
martial tradition is closely linked with the development of the Sikh faith, from the
assumption of arms by the sixth Sikh Guru, Guru Hargobind, to the establishment of the
Khalsa army by the tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh. The martial spirit, combining the
ideals of piri (spiritual aspects) and miri (temporal aspects), was carried forward by
Maharaja Ranjit Singh during the four decades of the Sikh empire. The Khalsa military
tradition evolved from a group of spiritual warriors, fighting for their faith, in the 18th
century to an organized, trained and well-equipped army capable of large-scale military
maneuvers in the 19th century.
The Fort was captured by the British after the Second Anglo-Sikh War in 1849. The map
of Amritsar of 1870 in the collection of the Royal Geographical Society in London reveals
that numerous additions and alterations were made to the Gobindgarh Fort complex in
the 100 years of British occupation of the fort. The fort was later garrisoned by the
Indian army after Independence in 1947. About 25 units of the Indian army were
stationed at the fort for almost 50 years thereafter. Recognizing the historic significance
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of this fortified precinct, in 2006 the Government of India handed over vacant
possession of the fort for protection and conservation to the Government of Punjab.

II.

Location: The Fort is located outside the walled city. The distance between the walled
city of Amritsar and Fort is approx 0.5 km. The Fort is located at Vijay Chowk. It is
around 2 km from Bus Stand, 1 km (approx) from Railway Station and 12 km (approx)
from International Airport.
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III.

The Fort along with its surroundings is spread over an area of 42.26 acres and offers an
ideal setting for a hospitality project. The site also enjoys proximity to the world famous
site for Sikh pilgrimage: the Golden Temple (Harmandir Sahib) with a distance of about
3 km.

IV.

Existing Structure: Rectangular in shape, the Gobindgarh fort is built on flat terrain and
has a unique fortification system. Three tiers of walls form the fort enclosure. The
innermost wall has circular bastions at the four corners, the most imposing features of
the fort. These three fort walls are surrounded by a moat, approximately six metres
deep. Along the outer edge of the moat are raised landforms – triangular ravelins with
one side parallel to the fortification walls.

Part section through the fortifications, Source:
CRCI
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The innermost fort enclosure has two gates however only one of the gates forms the
entrance gateway which is reached after crossing two other gateways from the eastern
side.
The site was extensively altered after it was occupied by the colonial forces following
the fall of the Sikh Kingdom in 1849 and later by the Indian army after it occupied it in
1947. The concentration of the buildings is in the innermost enclosure of the fort.
Currently the site is a chaotic dispersion of buildings. One of the prominent buildings of
the site is what is popularly known as General Dyer’s bungalow. A structure significant
in that it is a colonial bungalow built over a high circular plinth built during the Sikh
period. The Durbar Hall is the other imposing building colonial period building within
the complex. A single storied vaulted structure which is believed to have been used as
the toshakhana (royal treasury) by Maharaja Ranjit Singh abuts the north rampart wall.
Numerous small structures were built during the occupation of the fort by the Indian
army. These buildings lie largely along the edge of the enclosure and are single-storey
rectangular rooms and are temporary in their architectural vocabulary and selection of
materials and techniques (brick with mud mortar walls with asbestos roofs).

Clockwise: Plate 1.1: Outer Zone- Western Ravelin, Source: CRCI
Plate 1.2: Outer Zone- Moat, Source: CRCI
Plate 1.3: Middle Zone, Source: CRCI
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Plate 1.4: Core Zone, Source: CRCI
a. ACCESS
The fort complex is accessed through a single road, 60 feet wide, with a 3 metre
RCC wall running on either side. This
road leads from Vijay Chowk and is the
only access to the fort enclosure. Vijay
Chowk, however can be accessed from
three sides; from the Grand Trunk Road
directly by crossing a railway bridge ,
from the railway station (from the side
of the platform number 6) and from the
circular road from Lohgarh gate of the
walled city . This makes the fort
extremely accessible to visitors
b. OWNERSHIP: The current owner of the fort is the Government of Punjab, for
details refer Annexure: 1
c. USE : Public and Private
d. MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION
The oldest parts of the historic complex comprise the moat retained by brick
masonry set in mud and lime mortars (Nanakshahi bricks) . The outermost layer
of this masonry is pointed with lime mortar. The Sikh period buildings,
comprising primarily the fortification walls, bastions and ramparts, too are built
of Nanakshahi bricks in lime and mud mortar. The structural system was
primarily of brick vaults or timber system. The buildings built during the
colonial period are of modular bricks set in lime mortar. The use of semi circular
arches was introduced during the
colonial period. Buildings of the Indian army period are of modular bricks set in
mud mortar, cement based plasters and roofs largely of asbestos sheets.
e. SITE AREA
Total site area : 1,71,053.57 square metres / 42.26 acres /100.00 %
Total Built area: 22,623.65 square metres/ 5.58 acres/13 %
Total open area: 1,49,015.38 square metres/ 36.81 acres /87%
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Sr.
no.

Area

1

Outer zone

1.1

1.1.2
1.1.3

Outer zone total
Area
Outer zone built
up area
Ravelin area
Moat area

2

Middle zone

2.1

Middle zone total
Area
Middle zone built
up area
Middle zone open
Area

1.1.1

2.1.1
2.1.2

3
3.1.
3.1.1
3.1.2

Inner zone
Inner zone total area
Inner zone built up area
Inner zone open area

4
4.1

Core zone
Core zone total
Area
Core zone built up
Area
Core zone open
Area

4.1.1
4.1.2

Total
Site
(1.1+2.1+3.1+4.1)

Square meter

Acre

Percentage

94541.82

23.36

100.00

585.46

0.14

0.62

22122.43
72419.39

5.46
17.89

23.39
76.60

29660.67

7.33

100.00

1174.66

0.29

0.58

28486.01

7.04

96.04

15995.21
15995.21
0.00

3.95
3.95
0.00

100.00
100
0.00

30855.87

7.62

100.00

4868.32

1.20

15.77

25987.55

6.42

84.22

42.26

100.00

5.58

13.20

36.81

87.10

area 171053.57

Total built up
Area(1.1.1+2.1.1+3.1.1+4.1.1)

22623.65

Total
open
area 149015.38
(1.1.2+1.1.3+2.1.2+3.1.2+4.1.2)
Table 9 Area details
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[Type text]
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f.
I.

Main Structures

Built interventions of the Sikh period: for detailed description refer to inventories.
(Note: the buildings are here referred to by their common names)
i.
Unique fortification system
ii.
Circular plinth of the Dyer’s Bungalow
iii.
Toshakhana
iv.
Bastion
v.
Military engineering
i.

Unique fortification system:
There cannot be made a clear line of distinction between the construction of fort
walls and gates of the Bhangi period and Ranjit Singh’s period, but the Ravelins were
defiantly a Maharaja Ranjit Singh period contribution. The fort had a two-tier
system of fort walls and the Ravelins surrounded with a 5m deep moat.
The double layer of forts walls at two levels provided for an efficient defense
system. The fort walls were 10-12m thick having a mud infill as the core protected
on both sides with nanakshahi bricks in lime mortar. The thick mud walls acted as a
thrust absorption wall in case of canon ball attacks.
The flat terrain and the improved European artillery posed a greater threat and a
challenge for the working of this fort. Maharaja Ranjit Singh had raised a Fuaz-i-khas
with the help of the French Military officers by the year 1823. Along with the French
warfare techniques these officers brought along with them French contemporary
fortification systems to support the same. The maharaja adopted these systems in
Gobindgarh fort to strengthen the mud fort. The ravelin—as high lands sloping
outwards, were constructed in front of the curtain fort walls. These provided the
defender with a suitable position at a high point to place his canon and get a wide
range of the enemy at a lower level, while the enemy had his canon at the
disadvantageous position. Even if the enemy succeeded in climbing up the ravelins,
they made easy target for the canons at the ramparts and bastions. Thus, these acted
as a double line of defense safeguarding the fort.

ii.

Circular plinth of the Dyer’s Bungalow
This building is positioned as almost the geometrical centre of the fort complex. The
central positioning indicates a prime building usage.

[Type text]
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The circular plinth is the only
remains of the Sikh building,
which in itself speaks volumes
about its rich architectural legacy.
It might have been a plinth to a
very high conical building
(suggested in accordance to
similar contemporary buildings)
it is a retaining high plinth
supported by outer masonry wall
and highly ornate masonry
buttress.
These
circular
buttresses have a broader capital with three cornice bands of masonry. This
projecting cornice band continues all over the circular
wall at the plinth level.
It has a mud infill with nanakshahi bricks in lime mortar. The details of the
ornamentation are in masonry. The surface might have had a lime plaster as the
surface treatment.
iii.

Toshakhana
The Toshakhana lies abutting the northern fort wall at the centre. It is a square
building divided into two chambers. The walls
are supported by masonry ornate buttress
(burj). These buttresses are three faced
tapering columnar supports with a domical
capital. The two chambers have low vaulted
roofs covered by a single vault above them—a
double vault system.
The 1.5m thick walls and vaults are
constructed with nanakshahi bricks in lime mortar. No evidence of original flooring
can be seen.

iv.

Bastions:
There are four bastions at four cardinal points of the forts—strategically located to
guard the fort. They are situated on a high circular plinth which forms the part of the
rampart wall. They are conical heavy masonry bastions with a crenellation band
running at the top level. At this point of time, the bastions might have been open to
sky.
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v.

Military Engineering
Multilevel checked entrance:
A long road from the Vijay Chowk entrance leads to the first historic gate, the Outer
Gate.
Crossing the two parts of the outer gate the road winds to the right and hits
perpendicular to the Nalwa Gate (an elaborate double gate). The Nalwa Gate has a
passageway to the lower lever of rampart as well. After crossing the Nalwa Gate, the
road suddenly takes a sharp turn into the Inner gate. Through the inner gate the
road again winds and enters the court of the complex.
The gates are thus positioned as check points and sudden turns and winds in the
road are purposely designed to incorporate surprise attacks on the approaching
army. At every entrance, posts for the soldiers to defend and counterattack the
enemy, can be observed. Right outside the outer gate, the multiple lines of forces of
attack come into play. The watch tower would have had troops positioned at an
upper level in front of the gate and a cutout in the rampart across would have had a
canon positioned to fire at the approaching enemy. Thus multiple levels of lines of
attack are designed.
The bastion has a two tier level of defense. The arched openings and the terrace
together act as a double system of platforms for attack.
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II.

Built interventions of the British period: for detailed description refer to inventories
(Note: the buildings are referred to by their common names)
i.
Roofing of bastions
ii.
Dyer’s Bungalow
iii.
Durbar Hall
iv.
Barrack and coffee shop
v.
Chlorination House
i.

Roofing of bastions: after the British took charge of the fort, there was no threat of
war against the East India Company except some local uprisings, which were smallscale affairs not requiring the use of fort as a military active fort complex. By 1859
the bastions came to be used as barracks for housing soldiers. Since cannons were
no longer fired in the bastions (with the impact of canon fire thrust no longer a
factor), they were instead used for accommodations. The Conservation,
management and reuse plan for Gobindgarh Fort, Amritsar
British constructed roofs over the bastions. A changing political scenario triggered a
change in building use, resulting in alterations in the form.
The internal arched walls were then built upon in thinner sections repeating the
arches below to raise the walls up to the desired terrace level. A typical madras
roof—a traditional flat roof of wood beans, purlins and tiles with mud terracing,
originated from south India and adopted by British—was constructed. Skylights,
with pitched roofing and centrally pivoted openings for ventilation with
semicircular bulging jaali detail, were constructed to optimize the lighting
conditions in these large barrack spaces.

ii.

Dyer’s Bungalow:
A circular Sikh building positioned
almost at the centre of the fort
complex was either brought down
during the capture of the fort or
later—no evidence for the same can
be found. However, it is noteworthy
that it seems that the British pulled
down the building above the plinth
level and built the superstructure
reusing the same materials. The
central position of the building
indicates its significance in the Sikh
era, thus this act of building on top of the Sikh plinth was a political power
statement.
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In 1864 a rectangular superstructure housing four officers quarters was built (a
legend runs that this was Dyer’s Bungalow, but this cannot be verified). A grand
colonial stair case was built with ornamental masonry buttress. It is a semi spiral
staircase on the eastern façade, while a service staircase is also present to the west
side, but its year of construction cannot be determined. The design of the quarters
was such that, all four quarters had individual entry and a verandah at the rear.
Each quarter had 2-3 small habitable rooms. A cook house and 8 servant’s quarters
are also recorded to have been in existence, although their evidence on site in the
present context cannot be verified.
According to records, it was built with the reuse of nanakshahi bricks in mud
mortar, the flooring was constructed of cement concrete, whereas the roofing was
designed as a mud roof with flat tiles.
iii.

Durbar Hall:
The Durbar Hall lies to the east end
almost on the centre of the North
South axis. It is approached by the
main road that leads from the inner
gate. It lies to the south of this road
and to the east of Dyer’s Bungalow.
The plinth protection and the wooden
louvers indicate that the entrance
would have been from the west
façade.
As per records, it was built in 1850 as a six-bed hospital. It is a building of typical
colonial design, rectangular double-storied with a colonnade verandah running all
around on both the floors. The ground floor is divided into three bays of rooms
further subdivided into two to three rooms. It has a high ceiling. A grand masonry
staircase, with a wooden railing, leads to the upper floor.
Although the ground floor could have been a hospital, the upper floor—with a huge
hall and oval, glazed ornamental ventilators—does not conform to this type of use.
The floor’s use and its period of construction is undetermined. With four fireplaces,
it is a huge public hall that reflects a celebratory mood.
The walls are of nanakshahi bricks with mud mortar, although it is important to
note that special bricks (especially cast bricks with beveled edges) were used in
columns and plinth etc. the floors were of cement concrete. The verandahs had
interesting wooden louvers and rails with bracings to guard against the tropical
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heat. Remnants of a pulley system indicate that curtains were installed for the same
purpose. The roofing and intermediate floor was a system of wooden beams
(specially carved edges) resting on wooden brackets, wooden purlins and brick tiles
with mud infill terracing. The building’s columns may have had exposed gauge work,
while the walls may have had lime plaster.
iv.

Barrack and coffee shop:
This building lies to the south of the Dyer’s Bungalow in very close proximity. The
scale of the original Sikh building might have been small and non-obtrusive to the
Dyer’s Bungalow Sikh plinth, but the colonial additions disrupted the scale and mass
of the building such that it seems to hinder the appreciation of the circular Sikh
plinth of the Dyer’s Bungalow.
This building was built on the remnants of an old Sikh building, the thick north and
south walls and the typical multi-foliated, arched ornamental openings verify the
same. The central core rooms must have been of Sikh origin, which during the
British period in 1850 was remodeled as a colonial building. This rectangular
building, running in an east west direction, was subdivided into smaller rooms. A
colonnaded verandah was constructed to its west—again, a typical colonial feature
to guard against the tropical heat. The building was used as a coffee shop and
barracks for officers (OR’s).
The thick, Sikh period North-South walls are constructed of nanakshahi bricks in
lime mortar, whereas the British period walls are of nanashahi bricks in mud
mortar. The original flooring is unknown, however, in British times it was converted
to cement concrete. The original masonry vault roofing, typical to Sikh period
buildings, was replaced by an interesting wooden truss system with tiles and mud
infill as roof covering.

v.

Chloronome house:
This building lies to the west of Durbar Hall and opposite to the coffee shop. This is a
colonial building, built in 1853 (as per MES records-date of purchase/date of
erection), which was used for the treatment and purification of water by
chlorination. It is built next to a Sikh period well, which was used as a chlorinating
tank. It has two rooms, one of which has a circular pit to house chlorination
apparatus (a myth, however, holds it to be a Phasi ghar— hanging place). The
structure also has a water tank mounted on the terrace, as part of the water
treatment equipment.
The building is constructed with modular bricks in mud mortar having cement
concrete flooring and terraced on jack arches.
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III.

Indian Army Period:
After independence, once the fort came under the Indian Army, the political
environment changed for the better. Yet, the North West Frontier still remained an
area of potential threats.
As a result, border-line army posts became more active in conflicts, as opposed to
princely forts located in the interior of states. Also warfare techniques were so
advanced that medieval style forts became obsolete. Thus, in this period, the fort
became more like a residential post than an active military one.
i.

Barracks and residential quarters:
The Indian Army built a few barracks as living quarters along the south rampart
wall.

Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

1.

Ravelins

OZ/RW

2.

Moat

3.

Moat Walls

OZ/MW, MZ/MW
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

4.

Outer Gate

OZ/E/3

5.

Nalwa Gate

MZ/E/5

6.

Inner Gate

IZ/E/1
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

7.

Keeler Gate

IZ/W/1

8.

Watch Tower

OZ/E/2

9.

Ramparts

IZ/R/N,S,E,W

10.

NE Bastion

IZ/B/NE

11.

SE Bastion

IZ/B/SE

12.

NW Bastion

IZ/B/NW
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

13.

SW Bastion

IZ/B/SW

14.

Colonial Bangalow on CZ/N/1
the Circular Plinth

15.

Toshakhana

CZ/N/7

16.

Durbar Hall/Hospital

CZ/S/3
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

17.

Bridge 1&2

OZ/E/I,OZ/E/8

18.

Chloronome House

CZ/S/2

19.

Magazine

CZ/N/6

20.

Detention OZ/E/4

OZ/E/4
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

21.

Coffee Shop

CZ/S/1

22.

Temple

CZ/S/21

23.

Octagonal Structure

OZ/E/6

24.

Southern Cells

CZ/S/9/10
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

25.

Stable

MZ/E/4

26.

Living Quarters

CZ/S/11-12

27.

Squash
and CZ/S/13
Badminton Court

28.

Store

MZ/E/7
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

29.

Overhead water tank

IZ/S/1

30.

Barracks

CZ/S/18-20

31.

Store

CZ/N/2

32.

Living Quarter

CZ/S/5
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

33.

Water Tank

CZ/S/14

34.

Store

CZ/N/5

35.

Living Quarter

CZ/S/6-8

36.

Barracks

CZ/N/3,4
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Sr. No.

Structure

Identification No. Photograph
(as per CRCI):

37.

Shed, Barrack

CZ/N/8-10

38.

Shed, Barrack

CZ/S/15-22

39.

Toilets, Store, OWT

Other
Buildings
and structure in
MZ

Note
Pictures are old, however substantial work has been completed
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Majority of the Area Details with Proposed Uses

Sr. Heritage structure
No.

Planned Re-use

Coverd area
(Sq. Ft)

1

Watch Towers

Interpretaion of Sikh Theme

517

2

Entrance Gate/ Gobindgarh Deorhi

Interpretaion of Sikh Theme

1679

Detention Centre/ Gobindgarh
Gallery

Administration and help desk,
Security and monitoring control
room

4402

Nalwa Gate/ Nalwa Deorhi

Ticketing and audio guide counter,
administration offices

6598

Cloak Room

727

Ticket Check point

592

Eastern Cells

Ticketing for museums, guide
lounge, and booking, offices,store

8159

Northern cells

Interpretation of Sikh Theme

6738

3
4
5
6
7

Stable
Inner Gate/ Sarkar -e - Khalsa
Deorhi

8
NE Bastion /Anglo Sikh Gallery
9
Khas Mahal/Coffee House
10
11

12
13
14

Interpretation Gallery- It will
showcase the time span from
Maharaja Ranjit Singh till AngloSikh War (1780-1849)
Orientation hall, museum shop,
Flying
fox lounge, lost and found counter,
Cafeteria, First Aid

14046

7535

Toshakhana

Interpretation of Sikh Theme

3060

Dyre's Bungalow/ Shastra Ajaeb
Ghar

Artifact Museum

8460

Haveli

Cafeteria

5532

NW Bastion/ Sikh Regiment Gallery

Interpretation Gallery- This
bastion will showcase Sikh
Regiment, Freedom struggle till
partition and virtual tour of
battlefields (Saragarhi)

13035
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15

16

17
18

Keeler gate

Temple
SW Bastion/ Panj Pani Bhawan

22
23
24
25
26
27

7276
258

Center for Peace, Reconciliation and
the Arts

14488

Temple

Interpretation

258

Barracks

Toilets, administration of
the Art Centre (SW Bastion)

6318

Ground floor- Hotel, reception area
and lounge, Service area, Small
Pantry, First floor- Restaurant and
Banquet Hall

16446

SE Bastion
Sourthern Cells

Hotel- multifacility area
Hotel Accomodation

16845
4370

Squash/ badminton Court

Sports area for hotel

3509

Chloronome House
Surface Parking
Misc Buildings

Interpretation

522
6727

Darbar Hall

19
20
21

This gate links the western ravelin
and the core area- there will be
bridge connecting keeler gate to the
ravelin

OPEN SPACES (Landscape/Fortification Walls)
Landscape
Fortification Walls
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4. Proposed Project
4.1.

Proposed Project
i) It is proposed to develop a new Heritage Hotel (herein referred as “Hotel”) in the area
earmarked for private sector development within Gobindgarh Fort Complex (herein
referred as “Fort Area”), as per the IDIPT conservation & management plan and
guidelines issued by Punjab Heritage and Tourism Promotion Board (PHTPB) for Hotel
area, on Public Private Partnership (PPP) basis.
ii) The total area of Gobindgarh Fort is 42.26 acres. Except Dyre’s Bunglow / Shashtra
Ajaeb Ghar (8460 sq. ft)- which is to be operated and maintained by Department of
Culture, Punjab, rest of all the area including new Hotel shall be operated and
maintained by the private sector player. The proposed development and areas for
development, operation and maintenance are depicted in the below mentioned map.
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iii) The Private Sector Player (PSP) selected for development of Hotel Area shall be
responsible for following:
a. Construction (of new structure if any)/ Refurbishment / Interiors and Operation &
maintenance of existing facilities
b. Construction, operation and maintenance of a new 50 room Hotel outside keelar
gate. The structure and construction should not appears to be a modern building
and may sync with existing heritage structures of the Fort.
c. Organize laser shows and other shows to showcase the culture of Punjab
d. Build, operate and maintain exhibition space / galleries / museums
e. Construction/ Provide Tented Accommodation/Cottages etc as per the issued
guidelines.
f. Refurbishments/Interiors and Operation & Maintenance of Restaurant/ Banquet
facilities, Café and ancillary activities, provide banquet facilities in open area as per
the guidelines issued by PHTPB.
g. Landscaping and O&M of the area demarcated for PSP.
h. Security and general maintenance of the area demarcated for PSP (as per the Zoning
Plan)
i. Provide & maintain of other support facilities like electricity, sewerage, water
supply facilities of PSP Area.
j. Operation & Maintenance of Approach Road
k. Operation & Maintenance of Parking Area
l. Construction/Maintenance of any other area as envisaged in the guidelines or
Government of Punjab at the time of final structuring of Project.
Area details to be operated and maintained may include but not limited to the
following

Sr.

Heritage structure

Planned Re-use

No.

Coverd

Area to be

area (Sq.

operated and

Ft)

Maintained by
PHTPB/
Concessionaire

1

Watch Towers
Entrance Gate/ Gobindgarh

2

3

Deorhi

Interpretaion of Sikh Theme

517

Interpretaion of Sikh Theme

1679

Detention Centre/ Gobindgarh

Administration and help

Gallery

desk, Security and

4402

Concessionaire

Concessionaire

Concessionaire
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monitoring control room
Ticketing and audio guide
Nalwa Gate/ Nalwa Deorhi
4
5

6598

administration offices
Stable
Inner Gate/ Sarkar -e - Khalsa

6

counter,

Deorhi

7

Concessionaire

Cloak Room

727

Ticket Check point

592

Concessionaire

Concessionaire

Ticketing for museums,
Eastern Cells

guide lounge, and booking,

8159

offices,store
Northern cells

Interpretaion of Sikh Theme

Concessionaire
6738

8

Concessionaire
Interpretation Gallery- It
will showcase the time span
NE Bastion /Anglo Sikh Gallery

from Maharaja Ranjit Singh

14046

till Anglo- Sikh War (17809

1849)

Concessionaire

Orientation hall, museum
Khas Mahal/Coffee House
10

shop, Flying
fox lounge, lost and found

7535

counter, Cafeteria, First Aid

Concessionaire
Concessionaire

Toshakhana

Interpretation of Sikh Theme

3060

11

Dyre's Bungalow/ Shastra
12

Ajaeb Ghar

Department of
Artifact Museum

8460

Culture

5532

Concessionaire

13

Haveli

Cafeteria

14

NW Bastion/ Sikh Regiment

Interpretation Gallery-

Gallery

This bastion will showcase
Sikh Regiment, Freedom
struggle till partition and

13035
Concessionaire
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virtual tour of battlefields
(Saragarhi)
15

Keeler gate

This gate links the western
ravelin and the core areathere will be bridge

7276

connecting keeler gate to the
ravelin
Temple
16

SW Bastion/ Panj Pani Bhawan

Temple

Concessionaire
258

Center for Peace,
Reconciliation and the Arts
Interpretation

14488

Concessionaire
Barracks
Darbar Hall

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Concessionaire

258

17
18

Concessionaire

Toilets, administration of
the Art Centre (SW Bastion)

SE Bastion
Sourthern Cells

Ground floor- Hotel,
reception area and lounge,
Service area, Small Pantry,
First floor- Restaurant and
Banquet Hall
Hotel- multifacility area
Hotel Accomodation

Squash/ badminton Court

Sports area for hotel

Chloronome House
Interpretation
Surface Parking
Misc Buildings
OPEN SPACES (Landscape/Fortification Walls)

6318

Concessionaire

16446

16845
4370
3509
522
6727

Concessionaire
Concessionaire
Concessionaire
Concessionaire
Concessionaire
Concessionaire
Concessionaire

26

Landscape

Concessionaire

27

Fortification Walls

Concessionaire

New Developments
28
29
30

Laser shows and other shows
to showcase the culture of
Punjab
Development of exhibition
space / galleries/ museums
50 room hotel outside Keelar
Gate

Concessionaire
Concessionaire
Concessionaire
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(Site Plan)
Disclaimer:
The above components/ proposed development plans are subject to change during the
structuring /Bid process for selection of private sector partner.
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Existing views of Fort’s Components i.e. Durbar Hall, interior of interiors & Historic cells
Artistic impression of

Pictorial
view
of
proposed development
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5. Financial Analysis
The purpose of the financial analysis is to analyze the overall project in relation to the expected
financial benefits; and to structure the project looking at comparative advantages of project
development alternatives. At this point, it is important to highlight the key difference between
financial analysis of a PPP project and that of an EPC contract.
Typical limitations of PPP Project involves the following:
1. The architectural drawings and complete Bill of Quantities are not available to arrive at
a reasonably accurate estimate of costs.
2. The capital cost estimates are based on industry norms and assumptions of tentative
structure and components. Although efforts are always made to arrive at responsible
estimates, the actual costs may vary depending on the final design approved, economic
conditions, sectoral experience of the selected private player and technological
efficiencies employed in construction.
3. The process of PPP structuring, bid process, award and construction is different from
EPC contract. There could be significant lag from the date when the model is prepared,
when the construction begins and when the project actually begins operations. The
assumptions on underlying parameters like construction costs, operation costs and
revenues may undergo a significant change. EPC contract, on the other hand, is fairly
defined in terms of scope of construction and time frame. The uncertainties are limited.
The parameters that are applicable for comparison between actuals and estimates of
EPC contracts cannot be applied to PPP contract.
4. In PPP projects, the private sector makes investment based on its own financial
credentials and strength; and recovers returns over that investment over an extended
period of time (the Concession Period).While reasonable precautions can be taken to
estimate the costs and returns, these estimates will still be based on the current market
and economic values; and some estimates of their variation over the concession period.
The compounded affect of variation in parameters can cause a significant difference
between the estimates and actuals that turn out in a few years from the date of project
inception. As an example, a unidirectional 1 percent additional increase in
inflation/prices alone can cause a significant change of 10.5 percent in 10 years.
5. In PPP projects, the objective of the financial analysis is to provide a direction for
project structuring. When the project is offered for private sector participant in a fair,
transparent and competitive manner, it is expected that the investors will undertake a
similar assessment based on their individual perceptions, internal resources, internal
costs, strengths and assumptions. These can vary among bidders and the party that is
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most advantageous to the Government (Concessioning Authority) is selected. The risks
of uncertainty in costs and returns are therefore passed on to the private sector
participant that is offering the best terms to the Concessioning Authority. If the process
is transparent and competitive, it is a reflection of the market acceptability of the
underlying risk at the present time. Post-facto analysis of actual returns and costs in
later years is therefore not exactly relevant.
5.1. Approach
I.

As per industry norms, the typical period for a leasehold commercial property is 30-40
years. In keeping with this trend it has been assumed that the Authority will lease the
designated land to the private developer for a period of 40 years, wherein the latter will be
given the entire rights and responsibility of conceptualizing, obtaining approvals, funding,
constructing, and providing the infrastructure utilities, marketing and realizing revenues
from the development.

II.

The project viability has been assessed through a discounted cash-flow based modeling
exercise. The principle followed in assessing the Annual Concession Fee payments (in the
form of Annual Concession Fees or %age of Gross Revenue share) is how much the selected
private developer can afford to pay to Authority after meeting all capital and operating
expenses, statutory payments like taxes & duties etc. and after retaining an equity return of
approx 18% from the project. For a project of this nature, an equity return of about 18% 20% is an acceptable standard in this industry.

III.

The project has been structured in a manner that the Bidding Parameter for the Project in
the present structure is the Highest Annual Concession Fees, which shall be escalated at the
rate of 10% at the end of every 3 (three) years during the Concession Period. The amount
payable to the Concessioning Authority shall be higher of the following:
a. Annual Concession Fees or
b. An amount equivalent to a %age (percentage) of the Annual Gross Revenue (as per
the table below) of a particular Year, from the Project Facilities (related to “Hotel
Area”)
Sr.
No.

Period

%age of Gross Revenue for
computing the Revenue
Share

1. For first 10 years of the Operations Period

6%

2. For next 10 years

7%

3. Balance Operations Period

8%
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The following sections cover the area breakup, basic assumptions, project cost estimation,
means of finance, project expense & revenue projections and overall financial viability.
5.2. Project Components and Area Break-up
The Total Area of the Site is 42.26 acres of which 12.20 acres has been designated to be
given to Private Developer. The private developer will be responsible for:
I.
II.
III.

Development and O&M of Project Components in Designated Private Area
O&M of Complete Parking Area
O&M of Approach Road

The component wise area break-up derived is shown in the following table:
Accommodation Facilities
Proposed Use

Numb
ers

Built Up Area (BUA)

(a)

Standard Heritage
Rooms-I

5

130

1398

in
(Sqm)
100

(b)

Maharaja and
Maharani Suites

6

396.18

4262

275

2959

(c)

New Heritage Hotel

50

1250

13450

950

10222

I.

(b)

in (Sq.ft.)

Remarks

in (Sq.ft.)
1076

CZ/S/3 - Existing
"Living quarters" –
Old Construction
CZ/S/9/10 Existing "Southern
Cells" – Old
Construction
Construction of 50
rooms Hotel near
Keeler gate

Ancillary Commercial Facilities
Proposed Use

(a)

in (Sqm)

Carpet Area

Hotel Multi
Facility Area
(Banquet Hall)
Restaurants
Ground Floor
First Floor

Approx.
Capacity

Built Up Area (BUA)

Pax

in (Sqm)

in (Sq.ft.)

150

1278.5

200
100
100

1196.3
598.15
598.15

Carpet Area
in (Sq.ft.)

13756.66

in
(Sqm)
500

12872.19
6436.094
6436.094

930
465
465

10006.8
5003.4
5003.4

5380
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Spa
Swimming Pool
Club House
Open Banquet
Hall

II.

250
150
350

2690
1614
3766

Ancillary Commercial Facilities
Proposed Use

(a)

NA
NA
100
500

Numbers

Storage area and Staff
Quarters

NA

Built Up Area
(BUA)
in
(Sqm)
311

in
(Sq.ft.)
3351

Carpet Area
in
(Sqm)
153

in (Sq.ft.)
1654

Note: Some of the area mentioned above is estimated based on the industry standards/auto
cad drawings on best effort basis. The same also require confirmation from the Authority.

5.3. Project Implementation Period and Phasing
The project is proposed to be constructed in a phased manner in a time span of 2 years
starting from FY 2016-17. The Financial projection has been made for a period of 40 (forty)
years including construction period. The phasing for various components is shown in the
following table:
Particulars

Year 1

Year 2

Site Development Cost
Accommodation Facilities
Ancillary Commercial Facilities
Ancillary Non-Commercial Facilities
Parking Cost
Club Car Cost

100%
40%
60%
0%
60%
0%

0%
60%
40%
100%
40%
100%

5.4. Project Cost
The total project cost has been estimated at approximately INR 3,783.20 (excluding land
cost). The component wise cost breakup is presented in the table below:Project Components
Site Development Cost
Accommodation Facilities

Cost (Rs.Lakhs)
633.80
-
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Standard Heritage Rooms

100.00

Maharaja and Maharani Suites

300.00

New Heritage Hotel( 50 Rooms)

2000.00

Ancillary Commercial Facilities

-

Hotel Multi Facility Area (Banquet Hall)

561.27

Restaurants

459.54

Spa

96.03

Swimming Pool

57.62

Club House

153.65

Ancillary Non-Commercial Facilities

-

Storage area and Staff Quarters

70.39

Parking

107.10

Club Car Cost

31.50

Pre-Operative Expenses
Contingency
IDC
Total

129.33
113.50
275.62

I.

5089.35

Basic assumptions for estimation of the project cost are as follows:
a. Construction cost assumed for various components are:

Accommodation Facilities
Standard Heritage Rooms

18,00,000

Rs. per rooms

Maharaja and Maharani Suites

50,00,000

Rs.per suite

Hotel (50 rooms)
Cottages

20,00,00,000
25,00,000

Ancillary Commercial Facilities
Hotel Multi Facility Area (Banquet Hall)
Restaurants
Spa
Swimming Pool
Club House
Ancillary Non-Commercial Facilities
Storage area and Staff Quarters

b.
c.
d.
e.

L/s
Rs.per cottage

4,000
3,500

Rs./sq.ft.
Rs./sq.ft.

3,500
3,500
4,000

Rs./sq.ft.
Rs./sq.ft.
Rs./sq.ft.

2,000

Rs./sq.ft.

Site Development cost assumed is: INR 15 lacs/acre
Cost of club car (4 nos) assumed is : INR 30 lakhs
Per ECS Cost (only Basement Parking) assumed is : INR 2.5 lakhs
Pre-operative Expenses @ 4% of the total construction cost
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f. Provision for contingencies @ 3% of the total project cost
g. Interest during construction period (2 years) is capitalized in the project cost
h. Cost escalation has been assumed at 5% p.a.
5.5. Means of Finance
I.

The funding requirements towards the project cost shall be met by a combination of equity
and debt. The tightening up measures by RBI in the last few years has made it difficult to
obtain debt funding in the real estate sector, therefore in our financial assessment, a
conservative debt-equity ratio (60:40) has been taken.

II.
III.

Total debt requirement for the project is estimated to be INR 3434.01 Lakhs.
Basic assumptions for preparation of loan schedule of the project are as follows:
a. Loan Tenure is 10 years
b. Moratorium period is 2 years
c. Interest rate assumed is 12% p.a.
d. Given the nature of operations, it has been assumed that there will be minimal or no
requirement for working capital.

5.6. Revenue Assumptions and Estimation
The revenues from the project will start flowing from 3rd Year i.e. FY 2018-19 through
Hotel Tariff and user charges.
I.

Basic assumptions for revenue estimation for the project are as follows:
a. Accommodation :

Number of Rooms
Average Room Rate ( ARR)
F&B Revenues as % of RR
Telephone rev as % of RR
Other rev as % of RR
No. of Days in a year

Standard
Rooms

Suite

55
7,000
40%
3%
5%
365

6
10,000
32%
3%
5%
365

b. Ancillary Commercial Facilities

Banquet Hall
Avg. no. of Events/year

75
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Per Head Charges (Rs)

1,200

Open Banquet
Avg. no. of Events/year

50

Per Head Charges (Rs)

1,000

Restaurants
Per Pax bill charges (Rs)

500

Spa
Avg. no. of person/year
Per Head charges (Rs)

100
1,000

Club House
Lifetime Membership Fee (Rs)
Annual Membership Fee (Rs)
Club House

No. of Members

5,00,000
12,000

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

0

0

0

60

10

10

10

15

15

15

15

0

enrolled every
year

Parking Revenue

Cars

Buses

Two Wheelers

No. of ECS (excluding hotel reserved parking)

60

4

64

Charges per ECS per day (Rs)

20

50

10

2

1

3

Effective days/year

350

350

350

Revenue Escalations p.a.

5%

Parking turnover

c. Revenue escalation has been assumed at 5% per annum.
Based on the assumptions, the total annual revenue work out to be approx Rs 1250
Lakhs from the first year of operation i.e. FY 2018-19.
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5.7. Expense Assumptions & Estimation
The assumptions relating to the operating expenses for the project are as follows:
I.

Standard Heritage Rooms/Cottages/Suites

Components
Room Dept cost
F&B cost as
Telephone cost
Other Dept cost
Admin & Gen Exp
Property O& M as
Energy cost
Marketing Exp
Replacement Res

II.

Unit

Percentage

% of RR
% of F&B Revenue
% of Tel Revenue
% of Other Income
% of Total hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income

15%
45%
40%
35%
7%
4%
9%
5%
1%

Hotel Accommodation

Components
Room Dept cost
F&B cost
Telephone cost
Other Dept cost
Admin & Gen Exp
Property O& M
Energy cost
Marketing Exp
Replacement Res

III.

Unit

Percentage

% of RR
% of F&B Revenue
% of Tel Revenue
% of Other Income
% of Total hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income
% of Total Hotel Income

5%
45%
40%
25%
4%
1%
5%
3%
0.25%

Restaurants

Raw Material cost as % of Restaurant Revenue

35%

Energy cost as % of Total restaurant Income
Admin & Gen Exp as % of Total restaurant Income

IV.
V.

9%
7%

Banquet Hall : : 70% of Banquet Revenue
Basement Parking License Fee : 30% of parking revenue

Based on the assumptions, the total annual operating expenses work out to be approx
Rs 757.80 Lakhs from the first year of operation i.e. FY 2018-19.
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5.8. Profit and Loss Account and Cash flow Statement
The profit and loss account has been prepared after considering all expenses and revenues
by the developer during the project implementation period.
5.9. Financial Summary
The financial summary has been derived after considering all expenses and revenues during
the project implementation period. Based on the above assumptions and analysis, the
consolidated financial summary of the project projected for 40 years are shown as below:

S.No.

Particulars

Result

1.

Total Project Cost

5089.35 Lakhs

2.

Total Revenue (40 years)

234263.89 Lakhs

3.

Total Expenditure (40 years)

121976.07 Lakhs

4.

Project IRR

15.40%

5.

Equity IRR

16.70%

6.

NPV of Equity Cash Flow*

1906.48 Lakh

7.

Avg. DSCR

1.30

8.

Pay Back Period

9 Years

* at discount rate of 12%
Profitability indicators show that the project is financially viable and has the potential to
generate sufficient money over the project life cycle.
5.10.

Values realizable to Authority from the Project

Based on the above-mentioned assumption, it has been assessed that the private developer
would be able to pay Annual Concession Fee (ACF) which is calculated as higher of Annual
Concession Fee (in the range of approx. Rs. 60 lakhs- Rs. 80 Lakhs) after achieving an
Equity IRR of 16.70% .
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5.11.

Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis has been carried out at following different scenarios:
Profitability

Base Case

Indicators

Scenario 1
Total Project

Annual

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Total Project Cost Revenue up Revenue down

Cost up 10%

down 10%

10%

10%*

NA

NA

NA

NA

5598.29

4580.42

5089.35

5089.35

Concession Fee
(Higher of the two)
 Fixed
Annual

Rs. 70
Lakhs

Lease

Project Cost(Rs in 5089.35
lakhs)
Project IRR

15.40%

14.5O%

16.50%

16.3%

14.4%

Equity IRR

16.70%

15.10%

18.60%

18.3%

15.1%

Avg. DSCR

1.30

1.2

1.4

1.4

1.2

Payback Period

9 Years

9 Years

8 Years

8 Years

9 Years
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6. Project implementation:
6.1. Background:
1. Punjab Heritage and Tourism Promotion Board (PHTPB) (Administrative
Department) (the “Concessioning Authority”) through Punjab Infrastructure
Development Board (PIDB) intends to develop Gobindgarh Fort, Amritsar (herein
referred as “Project”) for its better utilization and operation on Public Private
Partnership (PPP) mode. PIDB is the nodal agency for development of infrastructure
projects on PPP basis.
2. For selecting the Private Sector Participant (PSP) for this Project, PIDB has
appointed IL&FS Infrastructure Development Corporation Limited as the
Transaction Advisor. The Transaction Advisor is responsible for carrying out the
Project Development Activities related to the Project, which shall include, but not
limited to, project structuring, carrying out the bidding process management, and
selection of Private Sector Participant (PSP) etc.
3. It is proposed to develop the Project on Design, Build, Operate and Transfer (DBOT)
mode under Public Private Partnership (PPP). Wherein Private Sector Participant
(PSP) or the Concessionaire shall Build, Finance, Operate and Transfer the Project to
the Concessioning Authority at the end of Concession Period.

4. The bidder quoting the Highest Annual Concession Fee shall be the Selected PSP
(Concessionaire).
6.2.

i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.

Project Scope
The scope of Private Sector Player (PSP) selected shall include but not limited to the
following:
Construction (of new structure if any)/ Refurbishment / Interiors and Operation &
maintenance of existing facilities
Construction, operation and maintenance of a new 50 room Hotel outside keelar gate.
The structure and construction should not appears to be a modern building and may
sync with existing heritage structures of the Fort.
Organize laser shows and other shows to showcase the culture of Punjab
Build, operate and maintain exhibition space / galleries / museums
Construction/ Provide Tented Accommodation/Cottages etc as per the issued
guidelines.
Refurbishments/Interiors and Operation & Maintenance of Restaurant/ Banquet
facilities, Café and ancillary activities, provide banquet facilities in open area as per
the guidelines issued by PHTPB.
Landscaping and O&M of the area demarcated for PSP.
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viii. Security and general maintenance of the area demarcated for PSP (as per the Zoning
Plan)
ix. Provide & maintain of other support facilities like electricity, sewerage, water supply
facilities of PSP Area.
x. Operation & Maintenance of Approach Road
xi. Operation & Maintenance of Parking Area
xii. Construction/Maintenance of any other area as envisaged in the guidelines or
Government of Punjab at the time of final structuring of Project.
6.3. Role of Concessioning Authority:
i.

Shall be responsible for Operation & Maintenance of Dyre’s Bungalow / Shastra
Ajaeb Ghar.

ii.

Shall lease the encumbrance free land to the Concessionaire for the Concession
Period.

iii.

Signing a Concession Agreement with the Concessionaire for performing the
obligation of the Concession Agreement for a concession period.

6.4. Envisaged Project Components
As mentioned in Section -4 of the Report
Note: Above roles and responsibilities/obligations are suggestive in nature,
final approval/structure would happen at the time of Bidding the Project.
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7. Project Approach & Way Forward
7.1. Project Way Forward
After the approval of Feasibility Report from PIRA, the Transaction Advisor shall make the
Request for Proposal (RFP) document, which shall be approved by PIDB and in consultation
with the Administrative Department and other stakeholders. After which an advertisement
for Notice Inviting Tender be floated in the National dailies. This would signal the start of
the bid process management process. IL&FS IDC shall on behalf of PIDB carry out the bid
process for the said project in the following manner.

7.2.

Bid Process Management

IL&FS IDC would carry out a single stage bidding process wherein bids shall be invited from
the bidders who would qualify on the basis of Technical and Financial Qualification
Criterion set out in the RFP document and duly published in the advertisement (Notice
Inviting Tenders) to be published in national and/or local dailies.
The bidders shall submit their proposals on the proposal due date. There proposals shall be
checked for responsiveness and those proposals which are responsive, shall be technically
evaluated. Bidders who qualify in the technical evaluation shall be called for financial
opening of the proposals and the bidder which offers the highest Annual Concession Fee to
the government shall be the selected bidder. The government shall then issue the Notice of
Award to the selected bidder and ask him to submit the Construction Performance Security
and the Project Development Fees. Once these are deposited by the Selected Bidder, the
Concessioning Authority i.e Punjab Heritage and Tourism Promotion Board shall sign the
concession agreement with the Concessionaire.
7.3. Timelines for the Project
The total project development process for an individual project, right from Publication of
the NIT Advertisement till the signing of the Agreement are approximately 3-4 months. The
break-up of the time schedule against the activity is given in the following table:
S.
No.
1
(a)
(b)
(c)

Activity

Tentative Time Schedule
(Nos. of Weeks from start)

Phase – II: Bid Process Management
Invitation of Proposals by publication of Notice Inviting P
Tender in the National and local dailies
Pre Bid Conference
P + 2 weeks
Issue of clarifications of the queries raised in Pre bid P + 3 weeks
Conference
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Proposal Due Date / Receipt of Proposals
Technical Evaluation of Proposals, submission & approval
of Technical Evaluation Report
Opening of Financial Proposals
Submission & approval of final evaluation report
Issue of Notice of Award to the selected bidder
Approval and Signing Concession Agreement

P + 5 weeks
P + 7 weeks
P + 8 weeks
P + 9 weeks
P + 9 weeks
P + 12 weeks

Note /Disclaimer
The above feasibility report is based on assumptions, which may vary from the perspective
of Government and Private Sector Player. The assumptions, scope of work, components,
areas, etc pertaining to the project can change during the course of drafting and finalizing
the bid documents and before conclusion of bidding process.
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Annexure 1: Revenue Record
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Annexure – 2
GUIDELINES
FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF HOTEL AREA UNDER PPP MODE IN GOBINDGARH FORT, AMRITSAR

[Type text]
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Annexure – 3
SITE PLAN
FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF HOTEL AREA UNDER PPP MODE IN GOBINDGARH FORT, AMRITSAR
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